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DAY 2:  
THE KILLER GET BOOKED MINDSET 

 
1. Are you OPEN to receive the manifestation of this goal you’ve set for 
yourself? If not, How can YOU open yourself up to receiving this goal and 
believing it’s already yours NOW (even before it materializes)? 

 
2. What lies, limiting beliefs, fears come up for you when you think about this 
goal? (ex. Feeling not good enough, fear of failure, lack, etc.) 

 
3. Do you have a daily morning routine that allows you to start the day from 
a place of receiving and nurturing, instead of from fear and lack? If not, 
can you set aside at least 10 minutes each morning to pray, meditate, etc? 

 
4. What kind of support and guidance are you open to receiving in these 
next 90 days, to help you achieve your goal with more ease and fun?  
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TRANSFORMING YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS EXERCISE 
 

I want to share a modify version of an incredibly effective exercise shared 
with me by one of my coaches Gina DeVee to help you get even more of 
a breakthrough today! 
 
Limiting beliefs: A limiting belief is a FALSE belief a person acquires, as a 
result of making an incorrect assumption about something in life 

 
Here’s how limiting beliefs work: 
 
1) You tap into a desire (I want to…) which creates a flood of excitement 
and energy. 
  
2) A belief is triggered (BUT…) which causes contraction, desired not fulfilled 
 
3) You experience lack of confidence about manifesting this desire (you 
don’t belief you can have it) 
 
It looks like this: 
 TAP INTO A DESIRE + LIMITING BELIEF IS TRIGGERED + FEAR KICKS IN =  
YOU DON’T FEEL CONFIDENT TO TAKE ACTION NEEDED TO MANIFEST DESIRE 

 
TRANSFORMING YOUR LIMITING BELIEF EXERCISE: 

 
STEP #1: Identify Goal/Desire 
Step #2: Become aware of contradictory beliefs 
Step #3: Identify origin of limiting belief and work thru it to release it 
Step #4: Let go of limiting belief (to make room for new and aligned 
belief) 
Step #5: Choose NEW belief  
Step #6: Create affirmation that supports and seals new belief 
Step #7: Transform your mind, by claiming and declaring this new belief 
until it becomes what you believe by default.  
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EXAMPLE OF LIMITING BELIEF EXERCISE: “I DESIRE CLIENTS” 
 
Step # 1: My client’s desire is to get booked, so she can substitute her 
current salary with income from her business… but I’m afraid that my 
ideal clients are not interested/able to invest in my services. 
 
Steps #2 – 3: Some thing that transpire 
- My client and I dig deeper to find my client has a limiting belief 

around giving herself permission to claim her desires.  
 
- Some of it comes from her inability to receive (she has a habit of being 

a compulsive giver) 
 
- This habit is related to her “dad story”. From the time she was a little 

girl, she never felt that her dad was there for her. She has pushed 
these feelings down and have tried to move on… (we get our sense 
or worth from our dads and visibility/being seen from our moms) 

 
- Her underlying limiting belief is: No matter what I do, I can’t get what 

I desire. I work hard and I give my best, but I can’t be the “princess or 
queen” of this story… I am supposed to give, without expecting much 
in return.  

 
Note: Keep in mind that even though this is not happening at a 
“conscious level”, this belief is running my client’s life, business and results. 
 
Steps # 4-7: We heal, let go and transform the story, into a new story that 
actually serves her, instead of blocking her from the life and biz she 
desires. 
 
RESULT: She arrives at her new belief and desire: 
 
“I desire to get booked and to work with ideal clients who see the VALUE 
and who are ready to invest in my services. I know that not every person 
who could benefit from working with me, is interested or ready. So I 
choose to focus on attracting and connecting with those who are.” 


